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Abstract
Commonly, routing in sensor networks is limited to longterm stable links. Unstable links, although often promising
to be of large routing progress, are not considered for packet
forwarding as link estimators typically cannot handle their
dynamics.
In this paper we introduce short-term link estimation to
capture link dynamics at a high resolution in time and to
identify when these render a link temporarily reliable or unreliable. We identify such dynamics based on packet overhearing, predict short-term availability and unavailability,
and adapt neighbor tables, thereby enlarging the set of links
useable by any routing algorithm. Additionally, we show that
short-term link estimation integrates seamlessly into today’s
sensor network link estimators and routing protocols.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Network Architecture and Design]: Wireless
communication

General Terms
Wireless Sensor Networks

Keywords
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Introduction

Accurate estimation of link quality forms the basis for efficient routing in sensor networks. Commonly, link estimators predict current link quality to neighboring nodes based
on the recent success rate, typically collected over a time
frame on the order of minutes. A widespread metric is the
number of expected (re)transmissions to reach a neighboring
node.
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The low-power radio links in sensor networks exhibit inevitable fluctuations in their transmission success rate. Especially, regarding links of intermediate quality these fluctuations often show dynamics on a sub-second granularity, well
beyond the resolution of today’s link estimators. In this paper we present short-term link estimation (STLE) that aims
to take such fine-grained link dynamics into account and to
increase the prediction quality for successful packet transmissions, especially for highly dynamic links. STLE integrates into routing protocols by adapting neighbor tables to
accurately reflect the current situation of a dynamic link. As
a result, short-term link estimation can represent link dynamics at a time scale of individual packets and adapt to changes
in the order of milliseconds.
Overall, short-term link estimation has three key contributions: (1) to predict the probability of successful packet
transmission of any link type by taking short-term dynamics into account, (2) to suggest links of low to intermediate
quality for routing when they have become temporarily reliable, and (3) to integrate easily with today’s long-term link
estimators and routing protocols.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We
present existing approaches to wireless link estimation in
Section 2 and relate our work to them. Section 3 presents
the short-term link estimator (STLE) and its integration into
long-term link estimators and routing protocols in detail.
Next, Section 4 evaluates the proposed design. Section 5
presents our ongoing and future work on STLE and Section
6 concludes.

2

Related Work

The identification of reliable links in sensor networks has
received much attention in the recent years. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there is no thorough analysis of shortterm dynamics in link quality. This paper aims to fill this gap
by quantifying their extent and characteristics.
Pioneering multi-hop routing in sensor networks, Woo et
al. [15] investigated several approaches for online link estimation. Their study uses aggregate packet reception rates
as an indicator of link quality. A passive window mean
estimator with an exponentially weighted moving average
(WMEWMA) was found to be the optimal choice for detecting high-quality links in this kind of loss model. Such
an estimator counts the packets received from a neighboring node within a time window, typically on the order of
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prise roughly one third of all useful links.
physical distance in our testbed.

Figure 1. Low-power radio links in sensor networks exhibit inevitable fluctuations in their quality.
30 seconds. The window mean values are then smoothed
by an exponentially weighted moving average. However, the
WMEWMA estimator performs poorly on medium quality
links. These links often offer the highest routing progress [2],
which suggests the need for more precise estimation methods
for medium quality links.
Four-bit link estimation [4] extends the WMEWMA estimator into a hybrid link estimator that accumulates information from all layers of the sensor node networking stack:
from the physical layer it takes signal and decoding statistics
such as RSSI and LQI, from the link layer it collects successful transmissions and corresponding acknowledgments, and
the network layer contributes routing information, such as
the progress towards a sink node. It uses this information to
coordinate neighbor table management between the link and
network layer and to supplement conventional broadcastbased link quality estimates by unicast-based quality estimates. Similar to WMEWMA, the four-bit link estimator
uses an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) to
compute the current quality of a link. The prototype implementation described in the publication uses a window size of
five data packets for unicast-based estimates and an EWMA
history constant of α = 0.2. We discuss these parameter settings at the end of this section.
The assumption underlying the majority of existing link
estimation concepts is that packet losses inside one measurement period occur independently of each other (i. e., they follow a Bernoulli distribution). This assumption has been challenged before in research [3, 10]. The analysis of our data in
Section 4 supports the hypothesis that the assumption of independent packet losses is not appropriate at the fine-grained
time-scales dealt with in this paper.
In addition to online link estimators, there has been significant research in link modelling and link measurements for
wireless sensor networks [1, 9, 12–14, 16–18]. For example,
Zhou et al. [17] investigate the impact of spatial irregularities
on various protocols, and Koksal et al. [6] develop metrics
to model long-term link quality and short-term link dynamics. Additionally, Cerpa et al. [2] provide statistical models
of radio links in wireless sensor networks, including shortterm and long-term temporal characteristics. Based on their
statistical link model, the authors develop a corresponding

link cost model that they integrate into multihop routing. In
contrast to these approaches, STLE does not aim to provide
link models, but to identify phases of reliable or unreliable
connectivity at runtime.
Approaches such as Solicitation-based forwarding (SOFA
[7]) remove the need for long-term link estimation and test
link availability by sending a short hand-shake packet as a
probe before sending any data packets. However, our evaluation of STLE in Section 4 shows that a successful hand-shake
should not be taken as a success guarantee for subsequent
data transmissions and indicate a need for more sophisticated
models.
Both SOFA and four-bit link estimation include concepts
for identifying and adapting to short-term link quality dynamics. However, their concepts seem limited and the reasons behind the particular parameter values chosen were not
published. Hence, it remains unclear whether they represent
optimal settings. This paper intends to clarify the need for
short-term estimation and to quantify the benefits of different sets of parameters.

3

Short-Term Link Estimator

In this section we introduce short-term link estimation in
detail, putting a special focus on its integration into longterm link estimators and routing protocols. We present our
approaches on the identification of temporarily available and
unavailable links and evaluate these in Section 4.
Our interest in short-term link estimation is motivated by
two key observations indicated by research [2, 9, 16] and
our own measurements1 : (1) Links of intermediate quality
amount to about half the number of high-quality stable links
(see Figure 1(a)) and (2) this percentage grows with the physical distance (see Figure 1(b)).
Although links of intermediate quality offer further
choices for routing and often promise long distance connectivity, Figure 1(c) shows that this class of links is subject to
large and frequent temporal variations. Their dynamic connectivity poses a special challenge to any link estimator.

3.1

Limitations of Long-Term Estimators

Long-term link estimators are not designed to identify
short-term link dynamics. As a result, they adapt slowly to
1 Section

4.1 describes our measurement procedure in detail.

we expect that a single successful transmission indicates that
a long-term reliable link is currently available.
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Figure 2. Measured and estimated packet reception rate
of a medium quality link. Data was measured using one
burst of 20 packets every four seconds.
changing link conditions, limiting their use to the identification of long-term stable links. Figure 2 illustrates the slow
adaptation of the WMEWMA estimator, showing the probability of successful packet reception on a dynamic, mediumquality link from our testbed, along with the resulting link
quality estimated by WMEWMA. Note that WMEWMA
cannot identify phases of temporarily reliable or unreliable
connectivity.

3.2

Design of STLE

Commonly, links in a wireless network can be classified
into three categories: good links that are reliable in the long
term; intermediate, unreliable links often with frequently
changing quality; and bad links that very seldom transmit a
packet successfully. Figure 1(a) shows that the ratio between
good links and intermediate links is 2:1 in our testbed measurements. Furthermore, our measurements indicate that any
link – no matter of what long-term quality – can temporarily
change its characteristics and thereby temporarily become a
reliable link for routing or become an unreliable one.

Unreliable Links
We consider an intermediate or broken link temporarily
available when it successfully transmits a number of packets
over a short interval. We define a corresponding threshold
based on the link’s long-term reliability: for example, a link
of intermediate quality needs to transmit less packets before
being considered temporarily available than a link of bad
quality. We expect that the probability of a successful packet
transmission depends on the success rate of any recently sent
packets, i.e. the more packets were transmitted successfully
in the recent history, the higher the probability is that an upcoming packet is transmitted successfully, too. Furthermore,
we expect that a long history of successful transmission indicates with a high probability that not only the next packet
but also following ones are transmitted successfully.

Reliable links
Similarly, a number of successfully transmitted packets
indicate that a reliable link is currently available, while failed
ones indicate that a link is currently not available. Overall,

To identify temporary reliable or unreliable links, the
short-term link estimator collects a short-term history of recent transmissions and their success or failure. STLE does
not send probe packets to test for link availability, it bases
on packet overhearing. Hence, a node overhears packets sent
by neighboring nodes and collects statistics on the current
reachability. When a node considers the incoming direction
of an unreliable link temporarily stable and concludes that
it offers a routing improvement, it sends a message to the
link neighbor to inform it about a short-term link availability.
The neighboring node may then consider routing subsequent
packets over the newly available link. If the node is selected
as next hop, link-layer acknowledgments continuously provide information about link availability.
STLE is designed to be self-calibrating. Each node collects statistics on the transmission success rate depending on
long-term link quality and short-term history. Based on these
statistics, it decides online which short-term history corresponds to a significant short-term change in link quality with
the required confidence.

3.3

Integration with Long-Term Link Estimators and Routing Protocols

STLE is designed to embed deeply into the routing protocol and to cooperate with long-term link estimators. Modern
sensor network routing protocols such as BVR [5] use the
number of expected transmissions to a destination as routing metric, computed by combining the distance (in hops)
and the number of expected retransmissions. Both long-term
and short-term link estimation aim to predict the number of
necessary retransmissions on a link, each on their respective
temporal granularity. Consequently, when no short-term estimation for a link is available, the routing protocol will use
the long-term prediction as fallback, probably resulting in
conservative link selection.
As explained above, neighboring nodes overhear ongoing data flows and may suggest themselves to the forwarding node as next hop alternatives, when they (1) identify the
link from the forwarding node as short-term reliable and (2)
conclude that they offer a better routing choice for the ongoing flow. As a result, the forwarding node has an increased
number of choices for routing. Apart from the number of expected transmissions to a destination as used in BVR, other
routing metrics such as link load, queue length or battery levels can be integrated similarly.
The message that STLE sends to inform a forwarding
node about a temporary availability of a link also constitutes
a simple test for link asymmetry. Furthermore, should the
advertised link become unreliable, transmission will fail and
the routing protocol will fall back to any second best link,
either suggested by STLE or a backup long-term stable link.
We expect STLE to integrate well with power management schemes. Nodes can reach a decision after overhearing
only a small number of packets (three to six), corresponding
to a time span of no more than 200 ms. Every node that is
awake for at least this period of time can use STLE.
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Figure 3. Influence of success and failure of recent transmissions events on short-term link quality.
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Evaluation

After introducing the basic design concepts of short-term
link estimation and their integration with long-term link estimation and routing protocols, this section presents experimental results to evaluate the concept of STLE and to determine the required thresholds for link classification.

4.1

Experimental Setup

To evaluate the concept of short-term link estimation, we
executed a number of experiments in our indoor testbed. The
testbed consists of a regular 6 × 6 grid of Telos B motes [8]
with CC2420 transceivers [11] with a spacing of approximately 2.80 m inside a 20 m × 20 m indoor auditorium.
Every node transmitted a burst of 20 sequentially numbered packets (at maximum rate, which is about 180 packets per second) before passing the role of the sender along
through its USB connection. For every packet, the receivers
logged the sequence number, the received signal strength,
and the chip correlation (LQI) value provided by the radio
chipset.
We ran this experiment for 5,500 seconds. Nodes transmitted packets with a length of 15 bytes at -25 dBm on IEEE
802.15.4 channel 26, with a center frequency of 2,480 MHz,
which is the least affected by WiFi interference. Additionally, we executed experiments on the default channel 11 (frequency 2,405 MHz) which show similar results as discussed
below, just with a lower percentage of successful delivery,
probably due to WiFi interference.

4.2

Thresholds for STLE

After introducing the experimental setup, we next evaluate STLE based on the gathered experimental traces.
To calibrate STLE we need to identify a threshold when
an intermediate or bad link should be considered temporary
reliable. Figure 3(a) depicts the probability of a successful packet transmission based on the average long-term link
quality and a short-term history of consecutively transmitted
packets. The figure indicates that e. g. for a link with 10 %
long-term link quality, the transmission success probability
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Figure 4. Temporal extent of influences on short-term
link quality. We show the short-term link quality over the
immediate future after six consecutive successful transmissions.
for the next packet exceeds 80% when the four preceding
packets were transmitted successfully. We consider links of
such instantaneous quality useful for routing, thus STLE suggests such a 10 %-quality link for routing. In the same way,
STLE considers a 60 %-quality link to be short-term reliable
after just one successful transmission.
Figure 3(b) depicts the probability of a successful packet
transmission based on the average long-term link quality and
a short-term history of consecutively failed packet transmissions. It indicates that for two or more consecutive losses
any link should be temporarily considered broken and be removed from the routing table.
In addition to the identification of short-term stability, we
evaluate the duration of this stability. To allow routing protocols to benefit from STLE and adapt to dynamics the link
should exhibit a temporal stability in the order of hundred

milliseconds to seconds. Figure 4 depicts the average duration of the short-term stability based on the long-term link
quality and indicates that once identified short-term stabilities have a duration that enables their incorporation into routing protocols.
The short-term link estimator operates in a selfcalibrating manner. Nodes can perform the calibration process described above on-line. By collecting traces from overhearing, they can compute the number of consecutive successful transmissions required to indicate successful transmission of follow-up packets with a probability above a userdefined threshold, in our case 80%. As a result, we believe
STLE can easily adapt to different radio types, noise levels
and deployment characteristics.

5

Future Work

After designing and evaluating the concept of short-term
link estimation, our ongoing work focuses on the integration
into sensor network routing protocols. Although our evaluation shows that STLE can reliably identify when unstable
links have become temporary stable and vice versa, only an
integration can fully evaluate the benefits of STLE. Thus,
we are currently implementing STLE extensions to the link
estimator in the Beacon Vector Routing (BVR) protocol to
analyze performance improvements of STLE.
In addition to the integration into routing protocols, we
need to evaluate STLE in different testbeds and platforms to
calibrate its models and thresholds.

6

Conclusion

Observing that long-distance links are often unstable
links, we introduce the concept of short-term link estimation
to identify when links are temporarily reliable. Our practical identification of short-term dynamics bases on overhearing and does not require probe packets. As a result, STLE
operates with low overhead in terms of bandwidth and energy. Our evaluation indicates that STLE can reliably identify short-term stable and unstable links. It adapts routing
tables accordingly to thereby reduce the number of transmissions a packet takes towards its destination. Additionally, the
evaluation shows that short-term stability exhibits a duration
in the order of hundred milliseconds, allowing STLE to adapt
routing tables on neighboring nodes. Furthermore, we show
that STLE flexibly integrates into long-term link estimation
and today’s sensor network routing protocols.
Overall, we identify short-term link estimation in sensor
networks as a very young field of research which – to our
best knowledge – did not receive much attention in the past.
Furthermore, we note that short-term link estimation is not
limited to wireless sensor networks and can possibly be applied to (mobile) ad-hoc and mesh networks, too.
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